In the second equation on page 13, change Ak = to read D2k = . in that kinematic region. It is shown that a division of the current-correlation function into short and long range contributions is fundamentally ambiguous and not related to scaling at low Q2. Short range terms which are shown to be light-cone dominated for all Q2 so long as v m 03, are found but are shown not to scale at low Q2 and to be indistinguishable from corrections to long range terms which produce the leading Regge behavior. We show that leading Regge terms may receive contributions far away from the light cone for small virtual photon mass, but that light-cone dominance and scaling are recovered when the photon mass is taken very large.
INTRODUCTION
The current correlation function which describes inelastic electroproduction depends both on the invariant coordinate space separation, y2, between the absorption and emission of the virtual photon and on the invariant y l P which measures the time delay between absorption and emission in the rest frame of the target nucleon. The latter has come to be known as the range dependence' of the interaction.
The y2 dependence of the current correlation function has been the subject of much recent work.
2 In particular, it was observed that in the deep inelastic limit the region y2 z 0 yields the dominant contribution to the structure functions W1(Q2, V) and vW2(Q2 , v ). This allows a simple parameterization of the experimentally observed scaling in terms of the strength of the leading light-cone singularity and also simplifies the application of models to highly inelastic electroproduction.
Our objet t is to study the range, or y* P, dependence of the current correlation function and, in particular, to explore whether the observed onset of scaling at low virtual photon mass (Q2) can be related to the range dependence of the current correlation function. The y 0 P dependence of the leading lightcone singularity has been extracted from the scaling data by Pestieau, Roy and Terazawa. 3 More recently suri and Yennie4 have studied the role of range when Q2 is not assumed to be infinite. The difference between our results and theirs are discussed at the end of Section V.
We use the light-cone singularity algebra, especially as developed by Frishman, 5 to connect the y. P dependence of the current correlation function with the Q2 dependence of the inelastic structure functions.
Since the lightcone need not dominate at low Q2 we apply Frishman's techniques not only to the leading y2 singularity but to lower order singularities as well. In order to apply light-cone techniques we must assume that the current correlation function factors into separate functions of y2 and yo P (aside from the derivative operators required by Lorentz and gauge invariance). This is not in conflict with any general principle and is consistent with the assumptions made by suri and Yennie. 4 In a later section we show that many of our results do not depend critically on this assumption.
Assuming factorization we proceed as follows. For a given y* P dependence of the current correlation function we calculate the contribution to vW2 (Q2, v) from successively lower order light-cone singularities in y2. As is well known2 a leading singularity proportional to 8 (y2) produces the observed scaling behavior in the Bjorken limit.
We study in what regions of the Q2, v plane and for what y* P dependence the leading singularity dominates contributions I from less singular terms. When the leading singularity can be shown to dominate for a particular region of Q2 and v , we study whether this in fact implies scaling for vW2 in that kinematic region. Our primary conclusion is that a division of the current correlation function into long and short range contributions is fundamentally ambiguous and not related to scaling at low Q2 and for these reasons not very useful in confronting the data. We find that it is possible for a piece of the current correlation function to decrease so rapidly in ye P that its contribution to electroproduction 2 is light-cone dominated for all Q so long as v e 00. These are essentially the short range terms found by suri and Yennie. 4 Only terms in vW2 which decrease faster than l/v2 in the Regge region fall into this category. In contrast to suri and Yennie we find that such short range terms do not scale for small Q2; rather their character changes completely in passing from the region of high energy photoproduction to the Bjorken region. Moreover, these short range terms cannot be distinguished, even in principle, from corrections to the long range terms which produce the leading Regge behavior. We show that leading Regge pieces in v W2 may receive contributions far away from the light-cone in the Regge limit, i. e. , for finite photon mass, but that light-cone dominance (and scaling) is recovered when the photon's mass is taken very large. Finally, we find that there is some reason to think that a term in v W2 proportional to l/v in the Regge limit is light-cone dominated for all Q2. This would explain the observation of suri and Yennie that such a term can be extracted from the data with the same coefficient in both the Bjorken and photoproduction limits.
In Section II we review the necessary kinematics.
In Sections III and IV we parameterize the y2 and y. P dependence of v W2, and in Section V combine the techniques developed in III and IV to obtain our results and discuss the relation of our conclusions to the work of suri and Yennie. A reader who wishes to avoid the mathematics may skip Sections III and IV provided he is willing to accept Eq. III. 3 and Table I which summarize those sections. Finally, in Section VI we discuss the generality of our results in light of the original ansatz of factorization. + tpppvo -P*a(Ppav + Pvap)+g~v(P*a)2)~2tY29
The coordinate and momentum space structure functions are related by:
The functions Ci(y2, y. P) are odd in y. P and must vanish for y2< 0. Only integer values of n are considered. Extension to fractional values of n is straightforward but unnecessary for our analysis (0) since we wish only to determine when C2 dominates lower order terms and not exhaustively parameterize possible behavior.
Our analysis is valid for all values of Q2 and v. For large n and for F(y. P) which do not fall sufficiently fast as y. P-CD some of the integrals which follow may be formally divergent.
The finite results we obtain must be interpreted as the result of multiplying Eq. (III. 1) by a convergence factor such 2 as e-eY and passing to the E + 0 limit.
We assume that the Fourier transform of F(ye P) exists : 7 J co
The contribution of Cp) to v W2(Q2 , v ) is given by (see Eq. II. 2):
The spatial integral may be performed following Frishman:5
where k2 = a! 21$ + 2aMv -Q2 and E (kg) = E (V + aM).
(n) Using this, ti W2 may be rewritten:
where o!* are the roots of k2 = 0:
in the limit v --\"a~, 01, reduce to x and -.
-g respectively:
The factor e(ko) dictates that Eq. ( Simple models for F(y. P) may not satisfy this restriction. The various choices of f(o) which enter our analysis are not identically zero for lo!1 > 1 but always vanish fast enough as lo!\ -+ ~0 so 8 that the root at a! may be ignored. Equation (ILL 3) allows us to study the contribution of a specific light-cone singularity with a specific ye P dependence in various regions of the Q2, v plane.
In order to apply it we must study the behavior of f(a!) for various choices of
IV. THE FORM OF f(o)
Since we are particulatly interested in the Regge region (v--t m, x -0) where CY+ and CY-tend to zero and negative infinity respectively we study f(a!) in these limits. We assume that F(y* P) has the following properties :
I. F(y* P) has no singularities.
II. F(y* P) vanishes as a power of 1 Y' p or faster as y. P-co.
Assumption I is standard in light-cone analyses and is borne out in simple models. and is an even function of o. We categorize the various terms in F(y. P) according to their behavior as ye P +a. First consider a term in F(y* P), denoted Fa)(y. P), which falls faster than any power. f"(a) may be expanded in a power series in o2 for o = 0: a, f"(a) = c '2ko
where
For large a!, we obtain an expansion of f"(a) by partial integration of
If Fm(yo P) is regular at ye P = 0 all of its odd derivatives, F m(i)(O), must vanish and f(a!) goes to zero faster than any power as a! -0~. If not, then f "l(o) vanishes at least as fast as 1. cY2
Now consider F(y* P) which vanishes as (Y* pi" as y* P-a.
As we shall see in the next section only b L 1 need be considered. This behavior cannot be extended back to y. P = 0 without contradicting Assumption I above. This problem has complicated the manipulation of such terms in the past. 4,10 An advantage of our approach is the relatively straight forward way such terms can be accommodated. We define Fb(y. P) with a damping function so that the singularity at ye P = 0 is removed:
where Nb is an overall normalization and Db( 6, ya P) must satisfy:
r Lim y* P-O Db( 6, y* P) a (y. Pi" Lim y' P-al DIJ 6, ye P) = 1 f O(emY' "' ) The parameter 6 measures the values of y* P over which the damping is effective.
Note that any function which vanishes as a power of ye P at infinity may be written as a series of terms like Eq. (IV.4) plus a term which vanishes faster than any power at infinity.
We choose a particular form for Db( 6, ye P) which allows us to perform The various forms for f(ol) are summarized in Table I .
It is important to determine the relative size of the coefficients d2k which occur in the expansion of f(a!) about Q! = 0. Referring to Eq. (IV. 7) we see d2k +2 that d a: a2 for Fb(y= P) given by Eq. (IV.4). Similarly for Fm(y. P), 2k d2k+2 d2k = a2 where 6 is a measure of the value of y* P beyond which FCD(y. P) is small (e. g. , Fa(y* P) = e -Y l p/s ). In the next section we see that 6 plays a role in determining the extent to which various choices of F( y* P) are lightcone dominated. Terms in F(y* P) which are to be strictly light-cone dominated for all Q2 must not only fall faster than ($p)3 . as y. P-+a, but also are required to have 6 small.
V. RESULTS
Our initial assumption that C2(y2, y. P) factors, together with Eq. (III. 3)
and Table I allow us to choose a particular F(y. P) and study in what kinematic regions its contribution to v W2(Q2, v ) is light-cone dominated. It is useful to keep in mind the following simple picture of how light-cone dominance might arise at low Q2. If F(y. P) falls rapidly for ya P> 6 for a small number 6, then major contributions to Eq. (II. 2) should come from y. 16/M, or using locality, OLy2< S2/M2. This limit on y2 is independent of Q2. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 1 . The remainder of this section places this simple picture on a firmer footing. Table I , Rows 1 and 2) may become singular near a!=0 enhancing the contributions of lower order singularities.
To study the region x z 0 we consider the Regge limit, v-w Q2 fixed, but distinguish between the low mass limit No other F(ye P) (see esp. F b=l(y. P)) contributes like b to vW2. Within the framework of our assumptions a piece of vW2 which is proportional to $ 2 for large v is light-cone dominated and proportional to 5 in both the D and R regions (including Q2 = 0). suri and Yennie4 find a term in the data pro-Q2 portional to 7 with approximately the same coefficient at Q2 = 0 and in the scaling region (they find G = 106.5f13.5 pb GeV in real photoproduction and G = 117.5f7pb GeV in the scaling region, where oTOT(" y" P) =cToT(a) f + 1 14,l and oToT 0: ;2 vW2 as x-0).
?J nfortunately , as discussed in Section VI, the presence of logarithms in F(y* P) would invalidate this result.
d. F(y. P)--tO faster than any power small are unambigrously short range (i. , light-cone dominated for all Q2).
If 6 is not small F(y* P) may extend far away from the light-cone despite its rapid falloff as ye P -+m. It is not surprising then that lower order singularities contribute to v W2 when 6 is not small.
Short range pieces of F(p P) (falling faster than 1 -3 as ye P-OS with (Y-PI 6 small) do not scale early. As shown above, their character changes completely in going from the R region to the D region. The utility of dividing F(y* P) into short and long range pieces is further diminished by the following observations. The results of this section are summarized in Table II . We may now compare our conclusions with those of suri and Yennie. In the following we concur:
1. The relation of Regge behavior in vW2 to power falloff of F(y.P) for leading Regge trajectories (a(0) > -1) as summarized in Table II. 2. The identification of short range terms in vW2 as those which decrease 1 faster than -(Yew3 as y-P -03. Our criteria for short range terms (that they be light-cone dominated for all Q2) necessitates that 6 << 1 which suri and Yennie do not require.
We differ with suri and Yennie regarding the properties of the short range contribution to vW2. As we have emphasized, short range contributions do not -2o-scale at low Q2. This conclusion is implicit in Eq. (111.9) of reference 4;
however, suri and Yennie neglect the non-scaling term. This is a dynamical assumption: it does not follow from the range dependence of the term alone.
The basis of their dynamical argument is that 6 = MRp, where the radius of the proton is of the order 1/m8, making 6 N 6. If one further assumes that lower light cone singularities are dynamically suppressed (e. g. the constant, p2, in Eq. V.2b is small) then short range terms indeed scale at low Q2.
Lastly we note that our conclusions regarding the l/(y~P)~ term (cf. 
VI. GENERALIZATIONS
In the preceding analysis it was assumed:
1. that the y2 and y. P dependences of the functions Ci(y2, y* P) factor, and 2. that the functions Ci(y2, ye P) vanish as inverse powers of ym P or faster as y-P + 00.
Those of our results in the form of explicit examples of allowed behavior of vw2(Q2, v) are not invalidated by the lack of generality in Assumption 1. In this category fall the results that at low Q2, leading Regge contributions need not be light-cone dominated nor scale and short range terms used not scale.
Whether or not short range pieces remain light-cone dominated in the R limit when factorization is not assumed depends on how they are defined as simultaneous functions of y2 and y* P, and is somewhat immaterial since lightcone dominance was only an intermediate step in relating ya P behavior to Q2 dependence.
The connection between power law falloff in y. P with 3>b>l and Regge behavior in vW2 proportional to v l-b breaks down when factorization is not assumed. 1 Suppose, for example, C2(y2, ye P) fell as -(Y' p,b (3>bll) when y. P is large and y2 is small but fell faster than any power of ye P when y2 is b-l large. Such a model for C2 would generate a term proportional to x in the D limit, but of course the power low falloff in v would not be connected to a unique y. P dependence since C2(y2, y-P) has no unique y-P behavior. Just such a term might account for scaling a low Q2 since it falls so rapidly in yn P when y2 is not small that perhaps only y2x 0 contributes even at small Q 2 17 .
Of course it is necessary to provide some dynamical motivation for such a choice of C2. This example illustrates the need for a dynamical rather than kinematic understanding of the early onset of scaling.
We have studied the consequences of relaxing Assumption 2. The most important modification is that the term proportional to ; in vW2(Q2, v ) need not scale for all Q2. This comes with the inclusion of logarithms of y. P in The contour lines of a function F(y.P) which vanishes rapidly for y-P 2 6 are shown. Note that the y.P dependence ensures that the function is negligible unless y2 5 S2/M2.
